
18-Gauge Brad Nailer - 1850 Green Buddy
Product # 91451850GB

DESCRIPTION
Presenting the Green Buddy, a game changer in a very serious game. The 18-gauge
bradder is the go-to nailer on your bench or in your tool box. Ideal for everyone from
trim carpenters to cabinet makers, Green Buddy can be the differentiator as you
master your trade. This is the solution if you're looking for control, precision,
performance, and dependability in the pursuit of excellence.

Features:
- A powerful motor for driving 2" brads into hardwoods
- A precision-machined and anodized cylinder and piston valve
- Patented integrated safety for an accurate ability to drive at any angle 
- Hardened steel nosepiece, precision machined for accurate nail feeding
- Extruded aluminum magazine with durable and smooth operation 
- One-piece driver design in precision-machined hardened steel 
- A narrow nose design lets you reach in corners and tight areas
- Removable no-mar tip protects your workpiece and locates the nailing position
- Posit-Fire depth control that won't back out after driving hundreds of shots
- Posit-Lock nose cover to dramatically reduce jamming
- Stepped magazine allowing tool to access corners
- Convenient belt hook for easy carrying (left- or right-mounted)
- Dual firing options: sequential and contact fire modes
- Automatic trigger lockout prevents empty firing and alerts you of the need to reload
- Extra no-mar tip in case you lose the first one
- Rear exhaust keeps air directed away from you and your workpiece
- Allen key storage for quick convenient access
- Fastener indicator window to show when fasteners are low
- Swiveling air coupler to keep your air hose tangle-free for easier handling
- Rubber-handled for a firm, comfortable grip
- Minimal hole sizes for less puttying

ADVANTAGES AND BENEFITS
- Dimensions: 9.5" L x 9.25" H x 2" W (24 cm x 23 cm x 5 cm) - Weight: 2.9 lb. (1.3 kg) -
Operating pressure: 70-120 psi (4.8-8.2 bars) - Fastener type: 18-gauge brad nails -
Fastener range: 1/2" to 2" (12 mm to 50 mm) - Fastener capacity: 1 strip (approx. 100
brads) - Air inlet: 1/4" (6 mm) NPT male plug
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Product # 91451850GB

Gauge 18

Fastener Type 18-Gauge Brad Nail

Fastening Capacity 100 Pins

Brand Grex

Features Swiveling air connectors

Firing Method Contact

Mobility Pneumatic Nailer

Type of Tool Pneumatic

Operating Pressure 70-120 psi (4.8-8.2 bars)

Fastener Range 1/2" to 2" (12 mm to 50 mm)

Air Inlet 1/4" (6 mm) NPT Male Plug

Weight 2.9 lb

Length 9.5 in

Height 9.25 in

Width 2 in

APPLICATION
- Trim and moldings - Cabinet assembly - Furniture and cabinet finishing work - Jig fixtures - Light wood assembly - Planter boxes -
Paneling - Window beading - Scribe molding - Door and window casings - Picture frame assembly - Decorations

INCLUDED PRODUCT(S)
- Carrying case - Oil bottle - Goggles - 1 Allen key - Air coupler
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PRODUCT PHOTOS
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